
A Hundred FlowersA Hundred Flowers
by Gail Tsukiyama
A tale set during the Chinese Cultural Revolution
follows the struggles of Kai Ying to safeguard her
family when her teacher husband is arrested and sent
to a "reeducation" labor camp for criticizing the
Communist Party.

Moshi MoshiMoshi Moshi
by Banana Yoshimoto
When her much-loved musician
father dies in a suicide pact,
Yoshie's attempts to start over in a
traditional Tokyo community are
challenged by recurring dreams
that her father's ghost is trying to
communicate with her.

Convenience Store WConvenience Store Womanoman
by Sayaka Murata
A Japanese woman who has been working at a
convenience store for 18 years, much to the
disappointment of her family, finds friendship with an
alienated, cynical and bitter young man who becomes
her coworker.

Little Fires EverywhereLittle Fires Everywhere
by Celeste Ng
When a custody battle divides her placid town,
straitlaced family woman Elena Richardson finds
herself pitted against her enigmatic tenant and
becomes obsessed with exposing her past, only to
trigger devastating consequences for both families.

The SympathizerThe Sympathizer
by Viet Thanh Nguyen
Follows a Viet Cong agent as he
spies on a South Vietnamese
army general and his
compatriots as they start a new
life in 1975 Los Angeles.

Music of the GhostsMusic of the Ghosts
by Vaddey Ratner
Returning to the Cambodian homeland she fled as a
child refugee decades earlier, Teera finds herself in a
country of survivors and perpetrators of the Khmer
Rouge holocaust before bonding with a mysterious
musician who claims to have known her late father. By
the best-selling author of In the Shadow of the
Banyan.

The Court DancerThe Court Dancer
by Kyng-suk Sin
The New York Times best-selling author of Please Look
After Mom presents the story of an enigmatic orphan-
turned-dancer who is caught up in the dizzying sweep
of court life in the dramatic final years of the Korean
Empire.
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Harmless Like YHarmless Like Youou
by Rowan Hisayo Buchanan
Opting to stay in New York City in spite of being
treated like an outsider, Japanese teen Yuki Oyama
pursues a career in art and a relationship with an
energetic young model before being unmoored by
destructive circumstances that also shape the life of the
child she abandons years later.

America is Not the HeartAmerica is Not the Heart
by Elaine Castillo
Hero arrives in the United States from the Philippines
to stay with her uncle Pol, who has offered her a fresh
start and a promise not to ask about her past during
the violent political history of their home country.

The Good SonThe Good Son
by Yu-jng Chong
A young man with seizure-related
memory loss wakes up one
morning to find his mother brutally
murdered and embarks on a frantic
three-day search for answers. By
the award-winning author of
Seven Years of Darkness.

The VThe Vegetarian : a novelegetarian : a novel
by Kang Han
Deciding to go vegetarian in the wake of violent
thoughts, Yeong-hye, a woman from an Asian culture
of strict societal mores, is denounced as a subversive as
she spirals into extreme rebelliousness that causes her
to splinter from her true nature and risk her life.

The Kiss QuotientThe Kiss Quotient
by Helen Hoang
A 30-year-old math whiz with Asperger's tries to
make her love life as rich as her career by hiring an
escort to help her with her lack of knowledge and
experience in the dating department. (ROMANCE)

Nanjing RequiemNanjing Requiem
by Ha Jin
During the 1937 attack on Nanjing, American
missionary and women's college dean Minnie Vautrin
decides to remain at her school during a Japanese
attack that renders the school a refugee center for ten
thousand women and children.

The Leavers : a novelThe Leavers : a novel
by Lisa Ko
Follows the experiences of a
Chinese youth who, when his
undocumented worker mother fails
to return home, is adopted by a
family that attempts to make him
over as an American teen.

Crazy Rich AsiansCrazy Rich Asians
by Kevin Kwan
Envisioning a summer vacation in the humble
Singapore home of a boy she hopes to marry, Chinese
American Rachel Chu is unexpectedly introduced to a
rich and scheming clan that strongly opposes their
son's relationship with an American girl.

The IncendiariesThe Incendiaries
by R. O. Kwon
A dark tale of violence, faith and loss follows the
experiences of a young Korean-American woman at
an elite university who is drawn into acts of domestic
terrorism by a cult with ties to North Korea.

On Such a Full SeaOn Such a Full Sea
by Chang-rae Lee
In a class-divided future America
where urban neighborhoods
function as labor colonies for elite
charter villages, Fan, a female fish-
tank diver, embarks on what
becomes a legendary quest to find
the man she loves in a region

overcome by anarchic forces.

PPachinkoachinko
by Min Jin Lee
In early 1900s Korea, prized daughter Sunja finds
herself pregnant and alone, bringing shame on her
family until a young tubercular minister offers to marry
her and bring her to Japan, in the saga of one family
bound together as their faith and identity are called
into question.

Number One Chinese RestaurantNumber One Chinese Restaurant
by Lillian Li
A working family that has built a busy life running a
beloved Maryland Chinese restaurant is forced by
youthful recklessness and a tragedy to confront
interpersonal conflicts and the limits of what parents
are willing to sacrifice for their children.

Where Reasons End : a novelWhere Reasons End : a novel
by Yiyun Li
The award-winning author of Kinder Than Solitude
draws on her experiences of losing a child to suicide, in
a poignant tribute to the love and complexities of
parent-child bonds that reimagines an urgent
conversation between a mother and teenage son.

PPearl of China : a novelearl of China : a novel
by Anchee Min
Presents a tale based on the life of
novelist Pearl S. Buck that follows
her as she grows up in late-
nineteenth-century China;
befriends Willow, a Chinese
peasant girl; and with Willow
shares life's joys and sorrows,

despite the Communist revolution

Killing CommendatoreKilling Commendatore
by Haruki Murakami
A portrait painter deals with the upcoming divorce
from his wife by moving into an old house in rural
Japan that used to belong to a famous artist.
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